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It’s a cross-training regimen that makes your yard and you fitter—gardening. Not only can gardening and and assembling the best garden screens in the uk improve your psychological health, creativity, and sense of serenity, but it also provides quantifiable advantages in terms of exercise.

Boost Your Exercise

Digging, turning over compost, and pruning will strengthen your arms, upper body, core, and legs. Give up on convenience tools if you’d like to work out more. For instance, rather than using a wheelbarrow, pick up bags of mulch and carry them from your car to your garden. Instead of using electric hedge trimmers, work up your biceps with manual ones. Moreover, using a push mower as opposed to a self-propelled or rider model.

Track Your Steps 

Measure the distance using a step counter from your garage or backdoor to the end of your property, around your garden, and back. This can help you estimate how many steps you’ll get in a day if you stroll through or assess your garden and landscaping on a daily basis. Walking slowly for even 15 minutes burns 36 calories, which may not seem like much, but they add up. An additional advantage? Take a regular stroll around your garden to identify possible pest issues early on and prevent them from becoming serious issues.

When stiff, stretch

When you prune or plant, do your shoulders feel tight? For the relief of tense muscles, Dr. Leonard Perry, Extension Professor at the University of Vermont Extension Department of Plant and Soil Science, suggests shoulder shrugs (lift your shoulders, hold, then release). Tuck your head into your chest and extend your arms and legs to perform a sporadic sequence of cat stretches when working on the ground, particularly when on your hands and knees. Pulling and stretching while weeding strengthens your back and arm muscles. Remember that sitting or kneeling on the ground is preferable than leaning over from the waist while weeding beds for a lengthy amount of time as this can help avoid lower back problems later. When you’re on hard ground, use kneeling pads to protect your knees.
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Are you ready on a journey to enhance your dancing skills and become a better version of yourself on the dance floor? Just like a restored roof, instead of replacing it entirely, refining your dance abilities involves a thoughtful approach and a commitment to continuous improvement. Whether you’re a seasoned dancer or just starting, these tips will guide you toward achieving more remarkable finesse and confidence in your dance moves.

Embrace Consistent Practice
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Consistent practice is the foundation of becoming a skilled dancer. Make sure to allot time in mastering your skills.

Repetition not only refines muscle memory but also boosts your confidence, making your movements more fluid and expressive.

Focus on Posture and Alignment

Imagine a well-maintained structure – it stands tall and commands attention. Similarly, a dancer’s posture and alignment are essential in their performance. Pay attention to your body’s positioning, ensuring a solid and upright posture. Correct posture not only enhances the aesthetics of your dance but also prevents injuries and allows for smoother transitions between steps.

Learn from Diverse Styles

Expand your dance techniques by exploring various styles. Like a renovated home blends different architectural elements, incorporating diverse dance styles into your repertoire adds versatility to your performance.

Whether it’s salsa, hip-hop, or classical ballet, each style brings unique elements contribute to your overall proficiency as a dancer.


Connect with the Music

A solid connection with the rhythm and melody is essential to become a better dancer. Instead of mechanically following steps, allow the music to guide your movements. Pay attention to nuances, beats, and pauses, allowing your dance to become a captivating expression of the music’s soul.

Seek Constructive Feedback

Constructive criticism is the catalyst for improvement. Just as a meticulous inspection ensures a restored roof is free of flaws, seek feedback from dance instructors or fellow dancers to identify areas of improvement. Embrace feedback as an opportunity to refine your technique and enhance your overall performance.

Express Yourself Authentically

Dance is a form of self-expression, and authenticity is the key to leaving a lasting impression. Incorporate your personality into your dance. Feel free to add your flair, whether a subtle gesture or a bold move, making your performance memorable.
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Instagram has become a global stage for artists of all kinds, and dancers are no exception. With its visual appeal and vast user base, Instagram offers dancers the perfect platform to showcase their talent, connect with a global audience, and gain the recognition they deserve.

In this article, we’ll explore the fusion of dancing and social media, particularly Instagram, and provide tips and insights on how dancers can use this platform effectively. We’ll also address an essential concern: how to access Instagram after changing your phone number (source: famoid.com/cant-log-in-instagram-after-changing-phone).

The Power of Instagram for Dancers

Dancers, much like any other artists, often rely on traditional avenues such as dance studios, auditions, and competitions to get noticed. While these methods are still relevant, Instagram has emerged as a powerful tool to complement and amplify their reach. Here’s why:

	Visual Showcase: Instagram is an image-driven platform, making it perfect for sharing dance performances, choreography, and behind-the-scenes glimpses.
	Global Audience: With over a billion active users, Instagram provides access to a vast and diverse audience from all corners of the world.
	Direct Engagement: The platform allows direct interaction with your followers through likes, comments, and direct messages.
	Hashtags: Using relevant hashtags can expand your posts’ reach to a broader audience interested in dance.
	IGTV and Stories: Features like IGTV and Stories offer additional ways to present your dance content creatively.


Tips for Dancers on Instagram

Now that you understand why Instagram is a powerful tool for dancers let’s dive into some tips for making the most of it:

1. Create a Captivating Profile

Your Instagram profile is your online dance portfolio. Ensure your username is easy to remember, and your bio highlights your dance style and goals. Use a profile picture that represents you as a dancer.

2. Share High-Quality Content

Invest in good photography and videography equipment. High-quality visuals will make your dance videos and photos stand out in the crowded Instagram feed.

3. Consistency is Key

Regular posting keeps your audience engaged. Create a content calendar and stick to it, whether it’s daily, weekly, or any other schedule that suits your routine.

4. Foster Meaningful Connections with Your Audience

Foster meaningful connections with your followers by actively participating in conversations. Respond promptly to comments, and consider using Instagram Live or hosting Q&A sessions to connect with your audience in real time. Cultivate a devoted and supportive community around your captivating dance content.

5. Effective Hashtag Usage

Research and use popular dance-related hashtags to increase the discoverability of your posts. Remember to use a mix of both popular and niche hashtags.

6. Collaborate with Others

Collaborations with fellow dancers, choreographers, or dance studios can expand your reach and introduce you to new audiences.

7. Storytelling through Instagram Stories

Use Instagram Stories to share the story behind your dance journey, practice sessions, and daily life. People love to see the person behind the dancer.

8. Show Your Progress

Document your dance journey by sharing your progress, from practice sessions to final performances. It’s a great way to connect with your audience on a personal level.

Accessing Instagram After Changing Your Phone Number

Sometimes, life requires us to change our phone numbers, and while this transition may seem daunting, accessing Instagram with your new number is quite straightforward. Follow these steps:

	Log in with New Number: Open the Instagram app and tap “Log In.” Enter your new phone number, and Instagram will send a verification code to that number.
	Verification Code: Retrieve the code from your new number’s messages and enter it into the app.
	Access Your Account: Once the code is accepted, you’ll regain access to your Instagram account with your updated phone number.


Remember to update your contact information and two-factor authentication settings if necessary to secure your account.

READ ALSO: Dance Your Way to TikTok Fame: Tips and Strategies

Conclusion

Instagram has become a vital platform for dancers to showcase their talent and connect with a global audience. By following these tips and understanding how to access Instagram after changing your phone number, you can master the art of dancing on this social media platform and propel your dance career to new heights.

Now go ahead, start dancing, and sharing your passion with the world on Instagram!
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“Enjoy Yourself!” a modern, one-hour contemporary dance presentation choreographed for EMERGE, a new modern dance show presented by the Suzzanne Ponomarenko Dance Company. Conceptualized as a

reaction to the adversities that happened during the past few years, of which the most recent was the loss of loved ones during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the mayhem of the Russia-Ukraine war.

“Enjoy Yourself!” is a dance presentation of how Suzzanne herself was able to get over her grief while also paying homage to everyone who has ever suffered.

About EMERGE the Dance Show
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EMERGE the dance show is set to run at the Arts on Site located at 12 St. Mark’s Place, New York City, on September 21 (6:30 PM) and September 22 (8:30 PM).

About Suzzanne Ponomarenko

Suzzanne Ponomarenko is a choreographer who worked with Richard Move, Yvonne Rainer, Buglisi Dance Theatre, The Stanley Love Performance Group and Catapult Entertainment Inc. before she established the Suzzanne Ponomarenko Dance in 2017. Suzzanne envisioned creating a joyous space in which to invent and perform creative and equitable contemporary dance pieces.

She received her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dance in 2012 from the Marymount Manhattan College. She continued to study extensively at the Martha Graham School of Contemporary Dance.

The NY Theater Guide describes her choreography as clever and deeply satisfying to view. Everything, the essential gestures and physical movements were distilled without any extraneous moves.
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As we dance through life, we often overlook the foundation that supports our every move—the floors beneath our feet. Whether it’s a lively dance studio or the comforting sanctuary of our homes, regular inspections of our floors are essential to ensure safety, longevity, and peace of mind (source: ensureinspections.com). This article delves into the significance of regular floor inspections and why they should be a priority for every dance studio owner and homeowner.

The Importance of Well-Maintained Floors

When it comes to dance studios, the importance of a well-maintained floor cannot be emphasized enough. Dance floors endure constant foot traffic, energetic movements, and the occasional accidental spill. Over time, these factors can take a toll on the floor’s condition, compromising its integrity and posing risks to dancers’ safety. Regular inspections of dance studio floors help identify any signs of wear and tear, such as cracks, uneven surfaces, or slippery areas. Detecting these issues early on allows for timely repairs or renovations, minimizing the chances of accidents and injuries during rehearsals, classes, or performances.

Regular Floor Inspections

Similarly, for homeowners, our living spaces are where we find solace, create memories, and build our lives. Our floors bear the weight of our daily activities—footsteps, furniture, and playful pets. By conducting regular floor inspections, homeowners can catch potential problems before they escalate, ensuring a healthy and secure environment for their families. Inspections can reveal issues like warped floorboards, water damage, or loose tiles, which, if left unaddressed, can lead to more extensive and expensive repairs down the line. Proactive inspections also offer an opportunity to assess the floor’s condition, seek professional advice if needed, and plan for necessary maintenance or upgrades.

Safety is Paramount

Safety is paramount in both dance studios and homes. By prioritizing regular floor inspections, we take a proactive stance in preventing accidents and injuries. Dance studios can avoid slips, trips, and falls by promptly addressing any uneven surfaces, loose boards, or damaged subfloors. Similarly, homeowners can reduce the risk of accidents for themselves and their loved ones by maintaining well-inspected floors, free from hazards that could lead to painful mishaps.

Home Inspections: Beyond Safety Concerns

Moreover, regular inspections go beyond safety concerns—they contribute to the overall longevity of your floors. Identifying and addressing minor issues early on can prevent them from escalating into more significant problems that may require extensive repairs or even floor replacement. By investing time and effort in routine inspections, you can extend the lifespan of your floors, saving both money and unnecessary headaches in the long run.

Frequency of Home Inspections

So, how often should you inspect your dance studio or home floors? While the frequency may depend on various factors such as floor type, usage, and environmental conditions, it is generally recommended to conduct inspections at least once or twice a year. However, it is essential to remain vigilant and attentive throughout the year, looking out for any noticeable changes or warning signs that may warrant immediate inspection or repair.

Read also: Dancing Boosts Screw Stores Productivity

Conclusion

Regular floor inspections are crucial for dance studio owners and homeowners alike. By keeping a watchful eye on the condition of our floors, we ensure the safety, longevity, and well-being of all those who rely on them. So, let’s take the necessary steps to preserve our dance floors and home floors—inspections are not just about maintenance, but about cherishing the foundation upon which we build our moments and memories.
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In today’s world, technology is playing an increasingly vital role in the success of businesses, including dance studios. One of the most popular software suites available is Microsoft Office. While you may be familiar with some of the products included, such as Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, many more can be used to take your dance studio to the next level. In this article, we will explore how you can unlock the power of Microsoft products (check out the Windows 10 product key) to supercharge your dance studio business.

Microsoft Teams for Communication and Collaboration

Microsoft Teams is an all-in-one collaboration and communication tool that can help your dance studio team stay connected and work together more efficiently. With Teams, you can set up chat channels for different groups within your studio, such as instructors, students, and parents. You can also share files and collaborate on documents in real-time, making it easy to coordinate schedules and plan events.

Excel for Budgeting and Financial Management

As a dance studio owner, managing your finances is crucial for the success of your business. Microsoft Excel is a powerful tool that can help you create and track budgets, manage expenses, and generate reports. With Excel, you can create customized spreadsheets to keep track of your studio’s income and expenses, monitor cash flow, and analyze financial data to make informed decisions about your business.

OneNote for Organizing Information

OneNote is a note-taking app that allows you to organize your thoughts and ideas in a digital notebook. As a dance studio owner, you likely have a lot of information to keep track of, including class schedules, student records, and choreography notes. OneNote can help you keep everything organized in one place, making it easy to access and share information with your team.

PowerPoint for Marketing and Presentations

Marketing is an important aspect of any business, including dance studios. Microsoft PowerPoint is a powerful tool that can help you create professional-looking marketing materials and presentations. With PowerPoint, you can create eye-catching flyers and brochures, as well as engaging presentations for open houses, recitals, and other events.

Microsoft Forms for Surveys and Feedback

Collecting feedback from your students and parents is essential for improving your dance studio and providing the best possible experience for your clients. Microsoft Forms is an easy-to-use tool that allows you to create surveys and quizzes to gather feedback and insights from your audience. You can use Forms to gather feedback on classes, events, and other aspects of your dance studio, helping you make informed decisions about the future of your business.
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Dancing has long been seen as a form of physical activity that can help to reduce stress and improve mental health. But did you know that it can also help to boost productivity in online screw stores? That’s right! By understanding how dancing can benefit productivity, online screw stores can leverage this activity to increase their success.

What is the connection between dancing and productivity in online screw stores?

Dancing and productivity in online screw stores may seem like two unrelated concepts. However, they can actually be connected in a meaningful way. Implementing a dancing-based system into the store’s workflow can help increase productivity and efficiency. This could be done by having employees dance to music while they are working on tasks such as stocking shelves or organizing items.

The rhythm of the music and physical movement can help keep employees focused and energized, making them more productive. Additionally, dancing could also be used as a fun team-building exercise that encourages collaboration between staff members. With this approach, online screw stores can benefit from increased productivity while also creating an enjoyable work environment for their employees.
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The benefits of integrating dancing into online screw store workflows

Integrating dancing into online screw store workflows can offer a range of benefits. Not only does it improve the physical and mental health of employees, but it also increases productivity. By introducing dancing into the workplace, employees are able to stay focused and motivated for longer periods of time.

This helps them to remain productive and efficient when it comes to completing tasks related to an online screw store workflow. Additionally, dancing can help to create a more positive work environment which in turn leads to better customer relations and overall satisfaction with the services provided by the store.

Cut stress and increase productivity by incorporating dancing

Stress can be a major hindrance to productivity. This is why incorporating dancing into your daily routine at an online screw store can be a great way to reduce stress and increase productivity. Dancing has been proven to improve mood, reduce stress levels, and provide an outlet for releasing tension. By incorporating dancing, you can not only reduce stress but also increase productivity. Dancing can help you stay focused on tasks, boost creativity, and even help with problem-solving skills. Plus, it’s fun. So don’t hesitate to add a bit of dancing to your daily routine at the online screw store. It could make all the difference in how productive and successful you are.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has profoundly impacted various industries, and the dance industry is no exception. The COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant damage to the dance industry, with dance schools closing and performances being canceled, resulting in a loss of income for teachers and performers. This has led to increased bankruptcy filings among dance schools, leaving many struggling to stay afloat.

Impact on Dance Schools

Dance schools have experienced a sharp decline in revenue due to the COVID-19 pandemic. With the closure of schools and cancellation of performances, dance schools have lost their primary sources of income. With the lack of revenue and steady expenses, such as rent and utilities, many dance studios need help to remain in business. Due to financial difficulties, bankruptcy filings have gone up significantly.

Challenges Faced by Dance Schools

Dance schools have faced numerous challenges during the pandemic, including the inability to hold in-person classes and performances, a decrease in enrollment, and difficulty adapting to online classes. Dance schools’ closures have caused irreparable damage to dance teachers and performers, who rely on their income from teaching and performing to make a living.

The Role of Bankruptcy in Preserving Livelihoods

While bankruptcy can be a difficult decision for any business owner, it can also provide a path to financial stability and the preservation of livelihoods. Bankruptcy allows businesses to restructure their debts, enabling them to continue operating and paying their bills. It also provides a framework for reorganizing the business to make it more financially stable in the long term.

Tips for Dance Schools

Struggling Financially Dance schools facing financial difficulties during the COVID-19 pandemic can take several steps to help mitigate their losses and improve their financial stability. These steps include reducing expenses, seeking financial assistance from government programs, and exploring alternative revenue streams. It may also be helpful to seek bankruptcy legal services in San Diego to help you understand the options available for restructuring debts and preserving the business.

The COVID-19 pandemic has profoundly impacted the dance industry, resulting in the closure of dance schools, loss of income for dance teachers and performers, and an increase in bankruptcy filings. 

While the situation is challenging, dance schools can take steps to improve their financial stability and preserve their livelihoods. With the help of government programs and the support of their communities, dance schools can navigate the challenges of the pandemic and emerge stronger.
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“Dance For Ukraine ” is an event organized by nonprofit dance group Inspiration in Motion to raise funds, to be held at the London Coliseum on March 19, 2022. The funds that will be collected as donations will be given to the Disasters Emergency Committee (DEC), which the Ukraine Humanitarian Appeal will use in assisting the millions of people evacuating from the war-torn country.



The “Dance For Ukraine” event will feature dance impresarios Alina Cojocaru of Romania and Ivan Putrov of Ukraine, two of Royal Ballet School’s youngest principal dancers who both had their ballet training in Kyiv. Actually, the two artists initiated the organization of a dance event as they wanted to show their support, admiration, and love for their friends and family in Ukraine, especially in Kyiv.



Everyone participating in the fundraising event, from dancers to members of the English National Opera (ENO) Orchestra, ENO Chorale, and other ENO friends are providing their services free of remuneration. Moreover, the English National Opera has also waived the rental fee for the “Dance For Ukraine” venue.

Current List of Global Dancers Who Will Participate

Leading the list of participants are the principal dancers of The Royal Ballet, Paris Opera Ballet and English National Ballet, along with other international ballet artists namely: Mathieu Ganio of France, Marianela Nuñez of Argentina, Isaac Hernández México, Katja Khaniukova of Ukraine, Emma Hawes of the USA, Francesco Gabriele Frola and Federico Bonelli of Italy, Fumi Kaneko of Japan, Mayara Magri of Brazil, Reece Clarke of the UK and Natalia Osipova of Russia. The names of other international guest artists who are expected to join will be announced later.
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If you’re looking for a dance teacher for your children, you need to find one who will fit the needs of your family, not the one that you randomly found. Remember, only when you’ve done your research is when you should shop now for qualified instructors.

There are many different types of dance classes available and it can be hard to decide which one is right for your child. Here are some tips to help you choose the right dance teacher.



Choose the Right Dance Teacher for your Children

It can be hard to find the right dance teacher for your children. There are many different types of dance classes available and it can be hard to decide which one is right for your child.

Before you start looking, think about what type of dance class will best suit your needs. Is it a hip-hop class that teaches kids how to breakdance? Or, is it a ballet class with lots of practice? The answer is simple: Think about what you want from the class and make sure you find one that offers those activities.
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If you have multiple children in daycare or school, you may want to create a schedule where each family gets their own teacher for the week. This way, each child has their own lesson time and there’s less chance for them to get jealous or pushed around by other students.

Once you’ve decided on the type of dance class that’s perfect for your family, start looking for someone who specializes in the style of dance you’re interested in. You’ll also have an easier time finding a good instructor if they are published or highly credentialed.


Get to Know Your Children’s Dance Teacher

It’s important that you feel confident and comfortable with your dance teacher so you can trust that they will suit your needs. Also, it may be helpful to ask what types of activities they offer. For example, a ballet class might not have a lot of room for other activities like tumbling or jazz dancing (if you don’t mind those).
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With competition season upon us, there’s plenty to give some thought to – have your dancers perfected their routines? Do they need their costumes? Have you ever recruited some volunteers that may relieve backstage? However, don’t forget to give some thought to how your dancers will get to the venue in the first place.

Organizing a dance jaunt a contest can seem to be one big headache, but it doesn’t need to be. Follow the following pointers to urge you and your dancers to the competition without the strain.

1. Check Out the Venue Sooner

Prior to the competition, if possible, visit the venue to familiarize yourself with the simplest route to require to induce there. Also, take a glance at the available parking options. This way, you’ll have an improved idea of the most effective transportation method your dancers and their families should go get to the venue, whether that’s carpooling, taking a bus, or driving.

You’ll even be ready to give better instructions on directions and minimize surprises on the day of the competition.

If the venue is way enough away that your students and their families will stay in hotels, spend it slow researching the realm online and using Google Maps to spot the most effective lodging options within the vicinity so you and also the parents can plan the mandatory accommodation prior to time.

2. Organizing a Carpool

Carpooling to the competition could be a good way to streamline and simplify transportation. It’s also cost-effective, and is eco-friendly, as Dance Advantage identified. Confirm you allow enough time to prepare the carpool – a month before the competition should be ample time.

You can use a physical sign-up sheet within the studio, otherwise, you could use online sheets or create a non-public Facebook group for arranging the carpool. Just make sure to check the car history from sites like www.vinspy.eu to know more about the car.

VolunteerSpot recommended creating a permission slip for fogeys to sign that affirms that the oldsters are alright with you taking the scholars out of state, if applicable, which you have got their permission to induce the children medical treatment within the event of an emergency.

In the month leading up to the competition, hold a gathering with parents – or transfer an email – that outlines the main points of the carpool trip like when and where the car will leave from, the route you’ll take when the car will arrive, and other pertinent information. Also, confirm you’ve got all the parents’ contact info before heading out.

 

ALSO READ: 6 Ways to Be Well While Traveling As Dancers

 

3. Dance Trip by Bus

While carpooling in one or some vehicles is efficient and cost-effective thanks to getting to the competition venue, factors just like the distance to the event and enormous amounts of kit or luggage may make renting a bus a much better transportation option. Before booking a bus with a non-public company, confirm you are doing your due diligence and research.

Texas Meetings & Events magazine recommended that you simply book a bus early since you’ll be able to usually save cash by making reservations far sooner than time. You ought to even have a gathering with a representative from the company and ask them about the company’s amount of money, the experience of the drivers, and their emergency protocols.

Make sure you think about the itinerary for the day of the competition – should the dancers be dropped off at a delegated area near the hotel to satisfy up with their families first, or should the bus go on to the competition? Taking the time to work out the specifics of the trip will help the transportation go more smoothly.

4. Flying to the Competition

If the competition is several states away or on an opposite coast, it is sensible to fly to the venue. If you’ve got just some dancers traveling to the competition, it’s going to add up for every dancer to shop for a ticket individually to the identical flight, or for the studio to shop for a batch of tickets for the dancers all without delay then be reimbursed later.

However, if you’ve got an outsized group of dancers traveling, it’s going to be a far better idea to book the trip through an agent. U.S. News and World Report noted that agents can help large groups get discounts for flying together, so spend time gazing at your options.

Other considerations include coordinating transportation to the airport, deciding accommodation, and ensuring most are checked in on time, which is less complicated to try and do nowadays thanks to mobile apps. If you’re employing a broker, he can help lock down these details.

Also, don’t forget to contemplate luggage limitations. It will be helpful to grant dancers a checklist of what they ought to bring with them. Pay special consideration to costumes, which should ideally get in carry-on due to the danger that checked luggage might be lost.
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Spring 2021 brought back in-person stage performances after the COVID-19 pandemic forced countries from all over the world to impose lockdown and restrictions. In September 17, Dance Aspen had a successful performance at the Wheeler Opera House where every seats were sold out. This would not have happened if the dancers of the now closed Aspen Santa Fe Ballet did not feel empowered to do what they did, turning loss into new opportunities.’



The damage brought by the pandemic was too overwhelming for other companies that aren’t able to bounce back from the economic aftermath. This is what actually happened to Aspen Santa Fe Ballet  when the company announced disbandment after 25 years. Former dancer Laurel Jenny Winton mentioned how it was devastating.  The Aspen community in general were upset.

How a Community Inspired the Creation of a New Dance Company

Even as their ballet company was demobilized, Winton saw  that the community’s desire for professional dancing was still there.



Winton along with former Aspen Santa Fe Ballet dancers, started to assemble in the studio during June. They discussed how they all wanted to go back  and of their main goal of returning  to live stage performances.

Through the help of the community, Winton and other dancers created their own company called Dance Aspen, which became official early in July. The dancers had to divide all the work to themselves including donor engagement, rehearsal direction, marketing, and outreach development.

With no funding and with the pandemic still surging, they started from scratch and their company was able  to raise $50,000 through the summer.. Winton assumed the position of the company’s executive director, solving problems and learning new skills everyday with the guide of experts who were inspired by their community’s persistence.

Winton acknowledged they felt empowered to do well even if the circumstances were completely out of their control.
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Claiming copyright to an original dance move is an old issue but has recently been revived by Tik Tok contributors who were not recognized as originators. Actually, there’s a long list of men and women, usually people of color, whose dance steps in their choreography work were used without permission. This issue dates way back in the 1600s up to the early 20th century, the period when jazz steps became a popular style of dance movement.



Tik Tok Dance Originators Band Together to Protest Stolen Dance Steps

Tik Tok, the social media platforms where users upload video clips as medium for sharing new music discoveries, has become the new arena in the fight for recognition as originator of certain dance steps, Used as choreography in presenting an original music composition or a new music discovery, many black creators were disparaged by other popular Tik Tok users who did not give them credit as creators of the original dance step/s.



To signify their displeasure, several Black Tik Tok users banded together to launch a boycott movement. Since June 2021, the group refused to publish contents of their new dance steps to draw attention to their complaint.

Can Dance Creators Apply for a Copyright Patent on Original Dance Steps?

While Tik Tok is aware of the complaint put forward by dance creators whose dance steps have been pilfered by other users for their own advantage, Tik Tok can only bring down content that clearly violates copyright laws.

Nonetheless, Tik Tok’s advice as recourse, in addition to filing a Copyright Infringement Complaint is to directly confront the user for not giving them credit.

Dance Copyright Laws in the U.S.

Historically, the first U.S. Copyright Laws were established to protect only writers of literary works. It was only in 1976 that amendments were passed to update the copyright laws by including choreographic works.



The amendment established guidelines that must be considered before a copyright protection is granted for a dance choreography, naming 3 factors as important considerations: originality, idea in terms of expression as opposed to functionality and fixation. Fixation here, denotes that dance work can be sufficiently reproduced, communicated or perceived in a more or less permanent nature.

Apparently, many dance choreographers are not aware that they can apply for a copyright patent to protect their rights over an original dance step or movement.

An example of a dance choreographer who benefited from the copyright patents is founding artistic director of New York City Ballet, George Balanchine. Prior to his death in 1978, he was able to draw a will bequeathing the copyright licenses of the many ballet steps he created, to his next of kin. The patents entitled Balanchine’s heirs to the licensing income generated by the patents.
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        These are things You Can Do When You Start Dancing
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Whether you flex your every dance move on the dance floor or swing to your all-time favorite songs in your vehicle or even when you are inside a heavy truck towing, dance is an exercise that everybody appreciates, in one way or another. Fortunately, dancing is something that will not only make you happy, but can also help enhance your physical and mental well-being.

Have fun with your favorite pastime while also getting all of these amazing advantages with every step you make.

	Improve Balance – So as to make each move and sequence properly, you will have to be able to keep a strong center of pressure.  As you master each dace move and start to obtain improved elasticity and strength, your position, balance and spatial information will usually begin to develop, making each step simpler for you to complete.
	Improve Energy and Overall Health – Dancing is also a form of physical activity and exercise so, generally, it will aid in restoring your bones and muscles. As your strength increases, you will have more energy to keep on grooving.
	Heighten Memory – When you exercise, the levels of substances in your brain that motivate nerve cells to develop are enhanced and because dancing needs you to remember several steps and courses, your brainpower is heightened which helps to enhance your memory. Dancing consolidates plenty of brain functions at once- kinesthetic, rational, musical, and emotional
	Improve Flexibility – Stretching before and after dancing is very essential to getting the most out of your moves and preventing injury. As you keep on dancing you will be spreading more consistently and will discover how each stretch will become simpler to complete. As the stretches become simpler, you will be able to go distant into each stretch, generating long lines as you enduringly increase your muscles and become more resilient.
	Alleviates Stress – When you are grooving, your body is fully in that second, centered on the music and your surroundings. Being around your loved ones or that someone special to have fun while dancing to your favorite music can help you concentrate on strictly the moment you are in and aid in lessening the amount of cortisol your brain generates.
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        Watch “Kolonial” a Dance Film Examining Past Colonial Systems

        May 12, 2021
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Since May 03, the Baryshnikov Arts Center via bacnyc.org, has been streaming “Kolonial” a dance cinema about the 1810s-1940s and early 20th century colonialism. “Kolonial” is the culmination of several years of research by dance choreographer Stefanie Batten Bland and installation artist Conrad Quesen. The free online showing of the dance film will last up to May 17, 2021.



The collaborative work between Bland and Quesen is said to have been inspired by the colonial exposition parks of North America, Europe and the Caribbean. Through physical posturing and gestures, the 20-minute dance film examines how the systems of colonialism justify exploitation, oppression and identity suppression.



The racial/ethnic film exposition also examines the behaviors in communities that have created barriers in COVID-19 isolations. Dancers perform inside transparent bubbles designed and created by Conrad Quesen to depict the COVID-19 isolation cages.

About Stefanie Batten Bland



Known for the emotional content of her dance films, which interrogate historical and contemporary culture, dance choreographer Stefanie Batten Bland is one of the first recipients of the Jerome Robbins Foundation award. Multi awarded American dance choreographer Jerome Robbins, had specifically given instructions that prizes should be bestowed only to a person, project or organization whose work in the art of dance deserves distinction.
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        Dancing – A Good Physical Activity For Tow Truck Drivers

        April 11, 2021
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When it comes to vehicular accidents, tow truck drivers are usually part of the team of first responders that join law enforcement and the ambulance team. Vehicular accidents may happen at anytime of the day so it is important that tow truck drivers are also ready to respond especially when they are needed, making tow truck companies like towing service San Jose essential in the transport industry.
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Driving to an unfamiliar or distant location, trying to calm and pacify stressed out drivers, properly handling heavy equipment, as well as skillfully maneuvering the busy roads are simply part of a tow truck driver’s work. While not many know it, driving a tow truck is one of the most dangerous jobs to have. While on the job, they could encounter numerous health as well as safety risks. Although they undergo training prior to working as a tow-truck driver, accidents can suddenly happen. Find the best towing services in San Jose, California. Check out this link – https://maps.app.goo.gl/yA7UmCXoks9fx3LGA.

Improving Mental and Physical Health With Dancing

One of the best ways to avoid accidents is to make certain that tow trucks are alert and vigilant while on the road. In order to do this, they need to have a good overall health. Being healthy both mentally and physically can increase focus and keep your mind sharp, which tow truck drivers need. To achieve this, a balanced diet and exercise are required.

Getting fit doesn’t need to be an unpleasant task, which what frequently people think of when they hear the word exercise. There are numerous physical activities that can be fun and beneficial for one’s health, whether you are a tow truck driver or not. Dancing is one.
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Benefits Of Dancing

Dancing is considered to be one of the best fitness exercises. It is fun and doesn’t require any special exercise equipment. As you move and dance to and with the beat of the music, your mind and body very much benefits from it, whether you are looking to improve your mood, keep your mind alert and sharp, or want to lose weight. With that, let’s have a look at some of the benefits of dancing for you to better know and understand how dancing can improve your physical and mental health.

Dancing Offers A Complete Body Workout

Dancing targets the whole body, so it helps improve core strength, balance, flexibility, coordination, spatial awareness as well as muscle tone. Additionally, your lungs and heart also become stronger. Dance is great for every age as it can be modified to match a person’s physical limitations.

Dancing Helps Sharpen The Mind

Dancing increases the flow of blood into the brain which boosts mental health. It helps sharpen the mind, improve focus and keep you alert, which is very much needed by anyone driving on the road, including tow truck drivers. As a tow truck driver, being mentally alert especially while on the road can help you avoid or even prevent accidents that comes with the job.

Dancing Improves Mood

Dancing is a good way to boost your mood and relax the mind. With feel-good hormones released, you tend to be happier as well as content. As your spirits are lifted and are more content, you do your job better and deal with people in a more positive manner.
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        ““Black Renaissance” Dance-Filled Programs Celebrating the Influences of Black Culture

        March 6, 2021
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The AAA Dance Theater collaborated with Google Arts & Culture and Youtube Originals in coming up with with a dance-filled specials called “Black Renaissance” The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater project began streaming last February 26, 2021, as part of the celebration and commemoration of Black cultural figures and innovators whose pioneering works have made important contributions in the worlds of art, music, dance, politics and social media.



Together with the Howard University Graduate Film Program, and NAL Media, commercial choreographer Jose “Hollywood” Ramos, alongside famous digital content creators Yung BBQ, Donté Colley and a host of other creative contributors, have produced dance specials that underscore the breadth and depth of Black dancers’ contributions to culture at large.



Funding for the project was by way of a grant awarded by the #YoutubeBlack Voices Fund, to carry out the fund contributors’ commitment to invest in narratives that highlight the authenticity, joy, dignity, and intellectual power of Black voices. Moreover, the #YouTube Black Voices Fund plans to acquire more Youtube Originals that focus on different Black experiences, including those pertaining to racial injustice.

Initial List of Guests Who will Be Featured

The initial lineup of guests include Destiny’s Child’s former member Kelly Rowland; Childish Gambino’s “This is America ” choreographer Sherrie Silver; former Quibi “Centerpiece” host, Maurice Harris and roller skater Oumi Janta.

Also appearing are Fatima Robinson and Elladj Baldé, well-known figures in social media platforms Instagram and TikTok for their combo performances of figure skating and dance.

Visual artist Shantell Martin known for his 2019 Art Series in collaboration with New York City Ballet, will also be featured in one of the specials.



Political luminaries Barack and Michelle Obama and Stacey Abrams will also grace the “Black Renaissance” streamed dance special programs
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        How Contemporary Dance Became An Inspiration To Visual Artist

        February 27, 2021
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Peter Sherman is an artist represented by Agora Gallery that sees an intimate relationship between visual art and another kind of artwork — modern dancing. He communicates this throughout his paintings, and which concentrate on the lifestyles of amateurs in motion.

We are always considering Agora in the manner that visual artwork connects to, advises, and is motivated by other sorts of artwork, so we’re thrilled to discuss Peter’s ideas with you.

Peter is presently working closely with all the supporters of Misnomer, along with the profits from his earnings will likely probably soon be going to encourage their job, at a superb example of artwork supporting artwork. It is possible to see his paintings at the exhibition The Manifestation of all Milieu, in Agora Gallery February 4, 2011 — February 25, 2011, and around ARTmine.

Q: What gave you the idea to focus on producing paintings based on amateurs in functionality?

Peter: Contemporary dance includes a language that uniquely captures the world. I discovered I was interested in how the dancers revealed far more of this ability of their human body to communicate sense than the artist’s design can reveal at a classical pose. Additionally, modern dance, rather than classical ballet and state folk dancing, jumped from an official arrangement of motion to provide the entire body of the celebrity with complete liberty of expression. Since I understood the power of those new moves I’ve been completely secured into painting this, like me personally, a new universe of individual expression.

Q: Movement is definitely a significant part of your job. How can you catch it onto a canvas that’s by character unmoving?

Peter: Many choreographers operate at an exceptionally in-depth level. Each motion is carefully coordinated and designed that comes before a motion and the motion which follows afterward. What I attempt to catch in my paintings would be that the before and the following of a motion. I use video technology to catch and process exactly what the eye can’t see, I subsequently sketch eyeglasses and eventually synthesize a number of sketches from the last painting.

Q: Your work reveals a deep connection that exists between various types of artwork. Is this thought important for you?

Peter: Yes. Art nurtures and inspires artwork inside and between different art forms. I believe that the degree of the invention is best if a painter becomes motivated by state music, theatre, dancing compared to just about paintings.

 

ALSO READ: Dancing the Art of Silence as Epitomized by Contemporary Mime Master Marcel Marceau

 

Q: Which painting techniques and materials do you prefer, and why?

Peter: I am short in my mid-sixties and have just managed to paint full-time these previous couple of decades. So, like I am in a rush to catch-up on many years of painting, like some people who just learned how to paint with paint by numbers for adults, the normal selection for me personally was oil — it was quickly, supposed I could employ several layers of paint daily due to the short drying days, also introduced me watercolor and acrylic blended in 1 medium. But, I can’t keep away entirely from petroleum and also from time to time unite both at a painting.

Q: You have talked about shadow and light on your job. What job do these components perform?

Peter: Should you consider spectacle lighting in the theater a great deal of work has become accentuating the drama of light onto the actors, to provide another dimension of play to what’s in essence a little space that takes to bigger-than-life eyesight. Adding light and darkness is a method for me to use motion before and afterward, and also to underline the keynote play in the film.

Q: Can you typically represent a specific troupe of dancers, or can it be anybody you happen to have observed previously? Or are the pictures on your paintings created on your creativity?

Peter: I find I become “attached” to some choreographer in a time period. Some offer me a few paintings, while others provide me heaps. The previous eight months I’ve generated a series of paintings (40+) motivated by the work of New York choreographer Chris Elam. The graphics in my paintings have been actually based on artwork made by other musicians, and it’s my expectation that I give their artwork a brand fresh outlook.

Q: Can you believe dancing includes a more intimate relationship with visual artwork compared to several other art forms or is it merely one which speaks to you personally?

Peter: For me personally dancing does associate in a really direct manner with my own painting. When it is a private thing or an overall link I am not certain, but I have discovered that few artists have been captured with modern dance as absorbingly since I am, so it is probably personal.
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        Diversity’s BGT Dance Number Sent Thousands of Complaints to Ofcom

        December 4, 2020
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During “Britain’s Got Talent” Sept 05. episode, the performance of a British dance group called Diversity triggered over 24,000 viewer complaints in Ofcom. Apparently, many were not impressed, much less happy, with the dance group’s choice of theme, which was intended as a show of support for the Black Lives Matter (BLM) Movement.

The interpretative dance performance included a dance depiction of the murder of a regular black American guy named George Floyd, whose death at the hands of a local US police re-sparked the BLM Movement. .



Ofcom by the way stands for Office of Communications, which acts as the multimedia communications regulator in the United Kingdom. This UK government office received thousands of complaints coming from UK BGT viewers after the performance was aired; many of whom complained about letting a family-oriented show include political content.

What was Controversial about Diversity’s BGT Performance?



Diversity began its dance performance with a story about a kid from the future, asking for a retelling of the story of the fateful events of the year 2020, to wh8ch viewers mainly expected mostly references to the coronavirus pandemic. However, the performance went on with interpretative dance segments confronting the issue of racism against people of color in the UK, and all over the world.

The choice of sound for the performance revolved around the phrase George Floyd uttered repeatedly: “I can’t breathe,” when he was held down on the neck with the knee of one of the Minneapolis policemen.

Adding to the controversy was when Ashley Banjo, the leader of the dance group, wrote his sentiment as a caption to his Instagram post, saying that


“In the near future, people will look back and realize that everything changed in 2020.”



Still, after receiving numerous negative comments, Ashley also expressed gratitude for both the positive and negative comments he received in connection with Diversity’s BGT performance. According to Banjo, all of the hate that he has received underscored what needs to be changed as it is very important for him and the members of the dance group.



Jordan Banjo, Ashley’s younger brother and one of the main performers of the BLM-George Floyd dance sequence, tried very hard not to cry in an interview. Sadly,he said he did not expect the hateful comments they received at social media sites; saying that all they wanted was to convey a message of love and positivity.
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        In Focus : Mumbai’s Global Dance Competition Winners

        September 7, 2020
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Indian dance groups from the slums of Mumbai are dancing their way to fame and fortune, winning prestigious global dance competitions in 2019. After all, the world-famous dance contests and their promise of million-dollar grand prize, give Indian dancers opportunities to improve their life at the slums.

Last year, the hip-hop dance crew from Mumbai called “The Kings,” won the World of Dance 2019, a U.S. reality dance contest produced by NBC. The crew of young dancers finally fulfilled their dream, which they failed to achieve when they emerged only as second runner-up in the World Hip Hop Championship in 2015.



After bagging the $1 million grand prize of the 2019 World of Dance, “The King’s” choreographer Suresh Mukund announced that the 15 members of the hip-hop crew will no longer join dance competitions.

Only last February 2020, “V Unbeatable,” another famous dance group from Mumbai’s city slums, emerged as grand winners of America’s Got Talent Global (AGT) Champions Season 15 Edition. The Season 15 win was the acrobatic dance troupe’s second attempt to bag the promised $1 million prize at stake, after emerging only as fourth runner-up in AGT’s Season 14 Edition.



The “V Unbeatable” dance routine included amazing death-defying, ultra-high flying acrobatic acts, besting all other Season 15 AGT Champions performances. However, unlike “The Kings” whose members found fulfillment as they actually took home the promised $1 million prize money, members of the “V Unbeatable” dance troupe aren’t as satisfied. The AGT, despite its global popularity, does not actually award the $1 million prize immediately and in full.



The Truth About AGT’s Prize Scheme

It turns out that the $1 million dollar promise is only the future value of a present day financial investment. An AGT Champion grand winner is given two options on how they can claim their reward, which is similar to how lottery prizes are awarded. If the AGT winner wants to claim a full $1 million value, they will receive it by way of $25,000 annuities up to a period of 40 years.

The other option is to claim the present day value of the $1 million reward, as an alternative to receiving piece-meal annual amounts. According to online entertainment magazine Movie Pilot, the present day value is pegged at $450,426. Still, regardless of the option taken, an AGT grand prize winner also receives a contract to perform at one of Las Vegas’ entertainment venues.

This denotes that if “V Unbeatable” opted for the $25,000 annuity, each of the 29 dancers who performed the death defying acrobatic acts in Season 15, will receive only about $800 per year, which if converted into rupee, amounts to about 58,700 Indian rupees. On a monthly basis, each dancer can expect to receive around 4,900 Indian rupees.

Although they stand to earn more by way of the Las Vegas contract they won, “V Unbeatable” won at a time when the COVID-19 pandemic halted all non-essential businesses. According to local Mumbai news reports, many of the “V Unbeatable” dancers are becoming restless, and still hoping to earn more so they can afford to live their lives out of Mumbai’s slums.
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        Dance Challenge That is a Life Threatening

        July 15, 2020
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Police Warn of this life-threatening Dance Challenge

[image: Moon, Homes, Multifamily, Sky, Backstreet, Bricks]


The new online craze in which people get out of a moving car to dance has already caused accidents in several places. It is not without reason that the police warn worldwide not to emulate this hype. There is a new craze: the Keke or Kiki Challenge. This means that people dance next to their car to the latest hit by rapper Drake – while the vehicle drives on. Police worldwide are warning people not to follow the hype.

This new challenge is also known as the “Keke Challenge”. The hype comes from the United States but has also already reached the Netherlands and many people take the challenge to make a video showing how they get out of a driving car, do a dance and jump back in the car.

Comedian

And all this on the new song “In My Feelings” by the popular American rapper Drake. This hype was created by the American comedian Shiggy who posted the very first video on Instagram. He was soon followed by Will Smith, among others.

Accidents

Some do the challenge while someone else is behind the wheel, but towing company san jose will do a search on the internet if you are n trouble by this dance craze. You can also see several videos in which the drivers themselves get out of their driving car to do a dance. But that doesn’t always end well.

Wells

The police, therefore, find this hype very dangerous. Indeed, various images have already surfaced in which people get or cause an accident while doing this ‘Keke challenge’, also in the Netherlands. In Putten, a man had to interrupt his dance to overtake his driving car to stop it. In vain, the vehicle came to a stop against a tree.

Idiot

Even the Public Prosecution Service (OM) in the Netherlands has spoken out about this craze. “This is an utter idiot. This goes much further than an innocent dance and then also on public roads, ”says Ernst Koelman, spokesman for the Public Prosecution Service, to the NOS
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        Jacob Jonas and The Company : Live  Drive-In Dance Performance in “PARKED”

        May 31, 2020
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Last May 17, 2020, Jacob Jonas The Company performed live at the parking lot of the Santa Monica Airport, via a drive-in theater-style show entitled “Parked.” Through invitations received, about 39 vehicles arrived at the 7:50 to watch the exclusive drive-in dance performances choreographed by famed creative dance director Jacob Jonas.


Prior to the show’s official commencement, the invited audience were given a set of 12-page instructions, to which the first was for them to stay inside their respective automobiles and keep their face mask on. They were also told to keep their car windows rolled up, and to turn on their headlights, once they see a flashing light.



PARKED Trailer | Jacob Jonas The Company from Jacob Jonas on Vimeo.

When and How Jacob Jonas Conceptualized “Parked”

Jonas started brainstorming the drive-in dance event in April, after friends from the medical profession told him that it would take about 12 t0 18 months before gatherings in a public setting would be allowed. In figuring out how he and fellow dancers can perform in a safe way, Jonas took inspiration from methods used by drive-in movie theaters, by setting up cars in a circle measuring about 100-foot in circumference. The headlights of the vehicles will then be turned on to illuminate the “main stage.”

The creative director’s previous experiences as a street performer at the Santa Monica promenade and at the Venice Beach boardwalk, gave him the expertise in knowing how to entertain safely in a non-traditional concrete setting.



As an artistic director that has rendered work for several prestigious clients like The Getty Museum, Sony, Nike and James Perse, Jacob Jonas applied his creativity in directing a series of solo performances of individual dancers, presented as a drive-in style live dance event in an airport lot.
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        Flamenco Dancer Demonstrates How Music and Dance Can be a Grammy Award Winner

        February 14, 2020
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World-renowned and award-winning flamenco dancer Nino de los Reyes made history when Chick Corea’s “Antidote” won the 2020 Grammy Award for “Best Latin Jazz Album.” De los Reyes’ footwork contribution as a band member to Chick Corea’s “The Spanish Heart Band,” demonstrated how music and dance can be a compelling masterpiece.



In contributing as a dancer to an award-winning music album, Nino de los Reyes considers it an enormous honor to be the first ever dancer to be part of a Grammy award recognition. He voiced his thoughts about his participation in the “Antidote” album; that it made him proud to be a dancer who gets seen and heard when creating music with his body.

He added that In major events like the Grammy Music Awards, dancers are only secondary to the music.


”I also consider myself a musician, a percussionist from my soul,””It gives me enormous honor to be the first dancer to receive recognition for music” … “it gave me a gift that I will never forget; of demonstrating how music and dance are one.”



Nino’s Process of Creating Music Through Dance

According to Nino, flamenco dancers create sounds, even in silence. As a flamenco dancer, Nino said he gets close to musicians on stage and shares with them. Doing so allows him to absorb as much as he could, to blend with his own rhythm that is mostly percussive. That way, his body can express his internal music when he dances.

Even though Nino had performed and recorded several times before, with Paul Simon (2016 – “Stranger to Stranger” album) and in Chick Corea’s 75th birthday celebration at the Blue Note in NY and in Madison Square Garden , he said the Grammy experience was new because the environment was totally different. To help him own the experience, he kept Chick Corea’s advice in mind while performing:



“Take advantage of the environment you are in so you won’t become a prisoner of that environment.”
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        Who Says Drones Cannot Dance?

        November 19, 2019
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Dancing is probably one of the most popular hobby/skills around the world because it is not that hard to learn and there are plenty of dance genre to choose from. For people who are really fond of dancing may try all kinds of dance, but for those who is only goal is to release some sweat or basically to exercise, there are simple dances such as zumba and many more.

Since dancing is very much popular around the world, various dancing competitions are regularly held many times a year. In this way, people who have a wonderful talent in dancing will be recognized. Dance competition can also be seen as a way for other countries to be united.

I know most of you who are already in the middle part of article think that only people are capable of dancing and joining dance competition. But wait, did you know that technology is also motivated to join such contest.

In 2015, dance competitions for drones are becoming a trend simply because of the unique concept and being open to other ideas. There are performances that do not include drones only. There are people as well and the drones are used for extra effect or impact. This is what’s good about drones, you can use them for entertainment, documentation of important events because these are great for any shoot, and for observation and defense.



In this article, we listed down the top dance performances that include drones:

Shadow

The director of the performance from Shadow is Mikiko. He leads the company to come up with a more artistic dance performances that include drones. In addition to that, they started in the 2009 which means that performances with drones have been existing for more than a decade now. The company is popular for the performance “shadow” which is about the beauty of drones.

Eleven play Performance

This is also a great drones performance. The concept is about the interrelationship of our body and technology. Of course, to further demonstrate, the dancers have electronic devices as their props. Moreover, there are also robots that act like humans.
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        Dancing the Art of Silence as Epitomized by Contemporary Mime Master Marcel Marceau

        November 2, 2019
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The “art of silence” is fundamentally a dance performance known as mimodrama, which mime master Marcel Marceau had injected into the American theater. Marceau combined pantomiming, dancing, acting, acrobatics and clowning, in popularizing mime as a form of modern performance art.



Touted as the world’s most popular mime performer, he has been acclaimed by many for having revived mime artistry as a drama dance form.

Dance drama is unlike formal dance acts that narrate actions and emotions or depict characterizations by using simple actions such as blowing a kiss, curtsying and other pantomimic gestures. Mimodrma can be carried out as a full-length theatrical presentation, in which mime artists silently portray specific rolls in telling a story.

It is actually reminiscent of the early motion picture comedies made popular by silent movie actors like Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton. In fact, in Marceau’s biography, it is said that as a young Jewish boy, the desire and ambition to become a famous mime was formed in Marcel’s mind after watching a Charlie Chaplin movie.



Mime Artistry During the Life and Times of Marcel Marceau

Marcel Marceau’s talent as mime artist first came into good use at the age of 16, when he joined the French resistance. After Germany occupied France in 1944, and while Jewish families were being rounded up and sent to concentration camps, Marcel’s contribution in helping many of them escape to Switzerland was significant, as he was able to keep the children still and quiet with his mime act.

Marcel Marceau, in truth, was also born a Jew, named Marcel Mangel. However, during the “Holocaust”, it became necessary for him and his brother to adopt the French surname Marceau. His parents had been captured and sent to one of the concentration camps, where Marcel’s father subsequently died.

After Paris was liberated from German occupation, young Marcel gave his first major performance to 3000 troops of the allied forces. After World War II, he went on to formally study mime and dramatic art. He was also recruited to join the French army as a liaison officer, in light of his fluency in French, English and German languages.

While receiving many honors and recognition for his services and contributions to the liberation of France, Mssr. Marceau established a pantomime school in Paris. He went on to set up the Marceau Foundation, aimed at promoting mime art in the U.S.

 



Calling mime as the art of silence, he performed professionally by creating several characters for his mime artistry; The most famous of which is “Bip” the clown.

Marcel Marceau, performed in stages, movies and television for more than 60 years even when he was already 80 years old. Marcel Marceau though, passed away at the age of 84 in September 2007. .
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        Dance Movements : Scientifically Proven Dance Motions that Make Women Appear Sexier

        August 30, 2019
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A 2017 research at the University of Northumbria had looked into dance movements, and on how it is most often observed during human courtship and selection of partners. In order to help comprehend the type of dance movements that can convey the right signals to potential partners during courtship, the university researchers conducted a study to analyze dance movements that can make a dancing female look more appealing.

The researchers also looked into what those appealing dance movements signify; validating the notion that such dance maneuvers are genuine cues suggestive of a woman’s health, personality and potential ability to reproduce.

One of the researchers, Dr Kristofor McCarty, a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Psychology in Northumbria had previously investigated in his PhD research, about female perceptions on the dance movements of males. In carrying out the investigation, he also pioneered the use of a 3D motion capture as a means to accurately record male dance movements. Dr. McCarty then converted the motion data into virtual CGI characters and used them as dancing male avatars that women were asked to rate.



Together with Dr Nick Neave, Chair of the University of Northumbria’s Faculty Research Ethics Committee, and an Associate Professor of Psychology, Dr McCarty, likewise used 3D motion-capture to record the movements of 39 women dancing to a basic rhythm. They then presented them as computer-generated avatars that distinctly captured the dance maneuvers of the 39 females, whilst removing all details related to the women’s actual physical appearance. .

Fifty-seven (57) men and 143 women were then asked to carefully observe a 15-second video clip of each avatar and rate the dancing ability of every virtual dancing female. After which, the two authors compared the resulting ratings to multi-level models of quantitative measurements for gauging movement patterns.

Using the data-driven approach to identify motions that distinguish female dance quality, the two researchers were able to pinpoint, which dance movements can make a woman look sensually attractive.



Dance Movements that Can Boost a Woman’s Sexual Attractiveness

’Doctors Neave and MacCarty were able to establish three (3) types of dance movement that contributed independently in making women sexually attractive:

	Greater hip swing,
	Increased unsymmetric thigh movements
	Moderate levels of unsymmetric arm movements


They pointed to hip swing as a characteristic that identifies female movement, while the ability to move limbs independently of the other, may indicate well-developed motor control; limb independence though should not verge into uncontrolled pathological motion.
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Exceptional dancers can up the ante of their dancing technique still, while making everything look effortless. It is shown by their graceful and water-like movement. It’s just fluid. If ever you’ve seen a seasoned dancer performing a tap dance, then you’ll be left in awe by the time they start tapping their feet.

At times, the tap effects they make from their shoes are creating its music.

This is one of the good reasons why a lot of people are inspired to be a good dancer and train their feet to create a unique combination of music and motion. 


In that regards, the next steps can improve your tap dancing. It is not easy but with constant practice, you’ll reach your goals.



#1: Shuffle

This is among the first techniques of tap dancing you must learn. It serves as the foundation and can open new opportunities and expose you to greater dance styles and techniques. Basically, this is a combination of moves that are more basic than you thought which are:

	Brush and;
	Strike


Begin with Brush by standing on one leg while bending the other. Do this as you are lifting your foot off of the ground. Then do a brush as you swing the foot forward. The moment when it passes the standing foot, slightly point it so the ball brushes quickly against the floor. But remember, never allow your heel to touch the floor.

After a successful execution, follow it up with Strike. Simply speaking, it’s the same movement but done in reverse.

#2: Ball change

In tap dancing, there are multiple ways of shifting your body’s weight from one foot to another. However, ball change is the most common among others.

To pull this thing off, see to it that only your toe taps. First things first, stand with your feet but don’t let them touch each other. Lift your heels so by that, only the balls of your feet have contact in the floor. Then, put your right foot behind and use the ball as support. While doing so, free your left foot to leave the floor for a brief moment. After doing that, switch feet and replicate the process.

You can make phonecalls among different dance studios that can teach you the way on how to do this. Or if you are preoccupied with your schedule, you may instead do research and visit several websites which can take you to different styles of dancing as well.
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Breaking, the inimitable, athletic style of dancing popularized by African American street dancers in the 1970s, is just one step away from becoming an official Olympic game in the Paris 2024 meet.

After a request to add breaking was put forward by the organizers of the Paris 2024, members of the International Olympic Programme Committee endorsed the request last February, 2019.



IOC President Thomas Bach said they have given their endorsement to include the Paris request in their Olympic Agenda in the December 2020 IOC Session; seeing that


”the inclusion of the dance will contribute to making the programme more gender balanced, more urban, and at the same time, offering opportunity to connect with the younger generation.””The inclusion of breaking as an Olympic sport will enhance the overall dynamic concept of Paris 2024… inclusivity, inspiring a new audience and hosting socially responsible Games.”



The IOC Programme Committee though still has to undertake the customary vetting process in preparation for discussions in the International Olympic Committee (IOC) Session in December 2020.

Actually, breaking is only one of four games proposed by the Paris 2024 officials. The other three include skateboarding, surfing and sport climbing. Except for breaking, all three will debut in the 2020 Summer Games in Tokyo.



Tony Estanguet, president of the Paris 2024 committee said they are about to start searching for a venue, now that members of the Olympics Programme Committee have bestowed their approval. Mr.Estanguet remarked,


“It is important for us in our concept to put sports out of the stadium and in the heart of the city.”



About Breaking

Breaking was originated by early 1970s, African American youngsters of The Bronx in New York. As a street dance, proponents prefer to call it breaking or b-boying. It was only the mainstream media that gave the term break dancing; but in a somewhat derogatory manner in describing the nearly acrobatic style of dancing that was growing in popularity throughout the country.



Breaking activities later led to turn-based, b-boying battles between b-boys or breakers, whilst encircled by spectators; including judges who chose a winner based on skills, creativity and musicality.

It should also be clear that breaking does not include other hip-hop dance styles like locking, popping and electric boogaloo. Breaking consists mainly of four types of movements: toprock, downrock, freezes and proper moves, performed using funk, hip-hop, soul or breakbeat songs mainly with drum beats. Still, modern b-boying now allows other varieties of music and beat patterns.
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Most dance tours are organized as a form of enrichment program developed by a group of accomplished choreographers coming from both local and international dance institutions. Oft times, such group of choreographers seek support from local foundations, established for the benefit of non-profit organizations that provide quality and broadly developed artistic education for varying ages, in a structured and at the same time enriching environment.



Equipped with well-received and acclaimed dance presentations and local productions that showcase the dancing skills developed by aspiring student dancers, a not-for-profit dance institution may embark on a nationwide or global dance tour. Such tours can forge new connections, whilst advancing the training and performance opportunities of their mentored dance performers.

Organizing a Global Dance Tour

Organizing a global dance tour is an ambitious project that involves daunting tasks, which can be best accomplished with the help of professional dance tour companies. Such companies are themselves pioneered and manned by professional choreographers and dance artists, well connected in the world of performing arts.

They have the ability to collaborate with dance workshops throughout the U.S. and other parts of the globe such as the UK, and other European countries, as well as in Asia. They can help a dance school provide opportunities for broadening their students’ outlook on how they can use their dance talents in entertaining a broad variety of new audiences.

Fulfillment of such goals are coursed through participation in workshops, and/or by viewing world-class stage performances. That way, aspiring dance performers can form the right picture of what it takes to become a professional dancer in Broadway, or in other major dance performance venues throughout the globe.

Some dance companies can even undertake global dance tours that afford amateur dance groups, opportunities for showcasing their talent in a foreign stage; or in contributing their skills to stage performances of leading dance academies  and best training schools in different parts of the world.



The services of dance tour companies include assistance in securing and submitting applications and registrations required by workshops, performance venues, as well as those related to travel accommodations and sightseeing packages.

Dance tour companies share a dance school’s goal of providing a dream global dance tour, by helping design a dance-oriented world travel tour that will broaden the knowledge and experience of their students.
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While dance remains a beautiful expression of the human spirit, it’s essential to address the practicalities of life, including the financial support needed to raise a child. By utilizing tools like a Kindesunterhalt Rechner, parents can navigate the complexities of child support calculations and ensure that their children receive the necessary resources for their well-being and development. 

Ultimately, finding a balance between the joys of dance and the responsibilities of parenthood allows us to create a harmonious and nurturing environment for the next generation.


Dance as a Life Celebration

[image: ]




Dance has been a celebration and a window into human civilization since prehistoric times. From ancient rites to modern dance parties, rhythmic dancing has brought joy, happiness, and a sense of community.

Dance Has a Number of Health and Mental Benefits

Dancing has cultural, social, and health benefits. Dancing enhances cardiovascular fitness, muscular strength, and flexibility. Dance improves mindfulness, tension, and self-confidence. Moving to music releases endorphins, which boost happiness and well-being.

Using Dance as a means of Self-Expression

Dance allows people to express themselves. Dancers can convey happiness, love, despair, and fury. Improvising and choreographing their own story lets them exhibit their creativity. Whether in private or on a vast stage, dancers can tell their tales and connect with audiences in meaningful ways.

The Preservation of Culture through Dance

Dancing can preserve and present culture in a unique and beautiful manner. Traditional dances preserve communities’ values, customs, and traditions. These dances express a group’s history and identity, evoking its roots. Participating in and promoting traditional dances helps preserve and enjoy culture.

Creating Bridges and Breaking down Barriers through Dance

Dance is inclusive of all ages, socioeconomic groups, and abilities. Dancing is fun for everyone, regardless of ability. It breaks down barriers and creates unity. Dance classes, workshops, and performances may bring diverse groups together to learn and celebrate differences. Dance can unite people and create a more peaceful world.

Dance expresses emotions, stories, and culture. It’s more than music-synchronized movements. Happiness, emotional and physical health, and forceful self-expression are its benefits. Dance can bridge language barriers, unite communities, and bring people together. Dance when your favorite song comes on. Dancing transforms.
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Dance is an art form that has the ability to unite people from all walks of life. With the advent of social media platforms such as TikTok, dancers now have an unparalleled opportunity to showcase their talent and creativity to a global audience. In this article, we’ll explore the success stories of some of TikTok’s most popular dance creators, and delve into the strategies that they use to get more TikTok followers.

Firstly, it’s important to note that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to becoming a successful dancer on TikTok. However, there are certain key strategies that many successful dancers have in common. One of these is consistency – posting high-quality content on a regular basis is crucial to building a loyal following. Another important factor is engagement – taking the time to interact with your followers and respond to their comments and messages can go a long way in building a sense of community around your content.

Let’s take a look at some of the dancers who have found success on TikTok through hard work, creativity, and determination. One of the most popular TikTok dancers is Charli D’Amelio, who shot to fame in 2019 with her viral dances and relatable content. Today, she has over 150 million followers and is considered one of the most influential people on the platform. Another dancer who has found success on TikTok is Addison Rae, who has amassed over 100 million followers with her fun and energetic dance videos.

 

ALSO READ: Why Dancing is Good for Surfing?

 

However, success on TikTok isn’t just limited to those with millions of followers. There are countless dancers who have built loyal followings through their unique style and creative approach to choreography. One such creator is Michael Le, who has over 46 million followers on the platform. Michael is known for his intricate dance routines and collaborations with other creators and has been able to turn his passion for dance into a successful career.

So, how can you replicate the success of these TikTok dance creators? Firstly, it’s important to find your own unique style and approach to choreography – this will help you stand out from the crowd and build a loyal following of your own. Additionally, take the time to engage with your followers and listen to their feedback – this will help you understand what resonates with your audience and allow you to continually improve your content.

In conclusion, dance is a powerful art form that has the ability to connect people on a deep and emotional level. With TikTok, dancers now have an unparalleled opportunity to showcase their talent and creativity to a global audience. By following the strategies of successful TikTok dance creators and putting in the hard work and dedication required, you too can dance your way to TikTok fame.
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I don’t know about you, but when I think of Spain, I don’t just think of the super sporty surfer boys (with their fancy surf fins or dérives de surf in French) who have incredible waves on the boards – no, I also think of the super beautiful chicas swinging their hips in the bar in the evening with good music.

I’m very fascinated by both and enthusiastic at the same time – how do they manage it so well?

And today, for once, it’s not about surfing, but about dancing. This also requires agility and endurance, which you naturally need when surfing.

To give you a little insight into Zumba Fitness, today we will tell you about the origin and emergence of this new sport. Not to withhold it from you, but Zumba is about a lot of fun, sweating, dancing, and of course good music.

 

ALSO READ: The Health Benefits of Dancing

 

Colombian Alberto “Beto” Perez is the founder of Zumba Fitness. He developed this great sports program for everyone. It now inspires millions of people. Beto started in his hometown as a fitness trainer, in the mid-90s.

As always, he went to his classes until one day he forgot about his usual aerobics music at home. “Oops,” he thought to himself, but that’s no problem. So he had to improvise and rummaged his salsa and merengue CDs and cassettes out of his pocket and ready for the seats – eyes closed and through.

He simply combined the fitness exercises together with a few salsa, merengue, reggaeton, and samba steps on the music and so the first Zumba class was born.

In 1999, Beto finally brought the trend to America. Gradually, he worked his way to the pop stars in the USA.

So now, eventually, we will make you even more interested in Zumba fitness. You can already rejoice. And until then, always swing your hips loosely!
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Your life can be made easier by commercial towing. If you own a business, delivery schedules and logistics surely give you anxiety. The efficient operation of your organization depends on having a company that can deal with these challenges. Consider using a towing Surrey if you require a service that can keep your company operating normally.

Light -duty

Light-duty commercial towing entails hauling around relatively light vehicles. This service is used to remove abandoned vehicles, fix broken-down autos, and clear roads following car accidents. The vehicles typically weigh between 7,000 and 11,000 pounds and are conventional in size. These trucks are adaptable enough to pull both small trailers and motorcycles. 

They frequently transport coolant and fuel as well.

While the majority of towing businesses are able to handle light-duty towing, some are focused on heavy-duty towing. When towing a heavy-duty vehicle, a stronger vehicle is used to raise the entire vehicle. When you require commercial towing, you must ensure that your chosen towing service is capable of handling the specific type of towing that your vehicle needs.

Consensual Towing

It can be necessary to tow a broken-down vehicle. Police may tag a car in particular circumstances and give the owner at least 24 hours to move it. Law enforcement can seize a car much more quickly if it is determined to be a threat to the public or the environment. The car might still be towed against the owner’s will even if it is parked in front of their house.

You might need to take the towing firm to court if you find yourself being towed without the owner’s permission. This is forbidden. It is best to have duplicates of your car’s paperwork with you so that you are protected. You can demonstrate ownership of the vehicle in this manner.

Heavy Duty

Heavy-duty towing is crucial if you run a company that makes use of big trucks. A huge vehicle breaking down can have a major impact on your business. You may return to business as soon as feasible by having your truck fixed as soon as possible. But not every company offers heavy-duty towing services. In truth, the majority of heavy vehicle owners are unaware that such services are available. Heavy-duty tow trucks are a great option for towing commercial vehicles since they have a lot of pulling power and remarkable stability. Additionally, they can withstand bigger loads without getting harmed thanks to their higher rotational capacity.

Heavy-duty towing can be challenging. Large cars frequently need to be dragged hundreds of miles to get where they need to go. The recipient of the merchandise, the mechanics, and the truck driver will all need to work together with the towing firm. Finding a trustworthy business that can handle these difficulties and set up alternate transit for the truck’s cargo is essential.

Selecting a towing service

Selecting a commercial towing firm is a crucial decision that demands caution. The business you select ought to be equipped for any project and have the necessary expertise. Additionally, one of your key concerns should be the company’s track record. Find out if the business has completed projects similar to yours in the past.

Make a list of possible customers first. You can research developers, building firms, and auto repair facilities. You might also take into account direct towing clients, such as people who have broken down in their cars or need assistance. But if you deal with customers directly, you’ll have to do a lot of marketing.
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People from all over the world dance choreographies from the Internet. What sounds like a gimmick is a paradoxical phenomenon. In a world that is becoming increasingly digital, it is considered desirable to be able to move as smoothly as possible.

The viewer has seen all these movements somewhere before. The Twist, for example, is where you turn your foot on the floor as if you wanted to squeeze out a cigarette. Or the Charleston, where the posture is a little reminiscent of someone who has pressure on the bladder.

We are located in an offshoot of the Lordz Dance Academy in Zurich-West. Here today three women and three men attend a dance lesson for the style shuffle dance. From a layman’s point of view, amateur dancers are advanced in what they do. How they move their legs to the beat of the song “Watermelon Sugar” by singer Harry Styles, how they kick, pirouette and keep their upper bodies still – that seems easy and cheerful. The women’s hair tied into a horse’s tail jumps to the beat, and sneakers squeak on the parquet.

“And now Running Man!” shouts the instructor, announcing the most important step of the shuffle. The feet move as when walking but are immediately pulled back again. This looks like someone who runs but can’t get off the ground. Shuffle is English and stands for shuffling. Michael Jackson’s moonwalk comes to mind.

A St. Gallen resident is the Shuffle Queen

Shuffle dancing is one of the best examples of a type of dance that has made it from the underground to the mainstream thanks to social media. It allegedly originated sometime in the 80s and 90s in the clubs of Melbourne, Australia, where young people celebrated electronic music in the form of house and acid house. Later, the style spilled over to England, the Netherlands, Asia, and the USA, but remained largely unknown outside the techno scene.

That changed about two years ago when particularly gifted shufflers began to draw attention to their skills with videos on social media platforms. Among them is the Swiss Arina Luisa from St. Gallen. The 22-year-old is now followed by more than 70,000 people on Instagram, and her workshops in Switzerland and Germany are fully booked. The Lordz Dance School has been offering the shuffle course in Zurich-West weekly for a year now, subject to safety regulations regarding Corona.

She learned almost all the steps thanks to the video platform Tiktok, says course participant Mery Stoller (29). The architectural illustrator from Zurich wears leggings printed with comic motifs, a black tank top, and white sneakers. “Social media encourages dancing,” she says. “They arouse interest in a particular style and offer interested parties the opportunity to teach themselves the first steps of this style.”

Surfing the lockdown thanks to dance videos

In addition to shuffle dancing, hip-hop, Latin and reggaeton dances are also booming on social media. “I watch a video of a dancer umpteen times and try to copy the movements,” says Stoller. Some users offer tutorials – video tutorials in which they explain a process step by step. It takes a lot of discipline to teach yourself dance steps at home, says Stoller. “But it got me through the lockdown.”

Of all the social media platforms, Tiktok is the most focused on this do-it-yourself attitude. Tiktok offers users not only the opportunity to watch videos but also to film themselves dancing to music, adding special effects to the result and making it accessible to everyone. Today, you can even buy TikTok likes to get more followers.

Since its launch in 2016, the Chinese company, which owns Tiktok, has extended the maximum allowed duration of videos from 15 to 30 seconds and most recently to three minutes. Dance videos will probably continue to be short in the future. Because that’s what makes them successful. The choreographies are so simple that anyone can acquire them. In the USA, the largest market for TikTok users outside of China, parents sometimes dance along to the videos posted by their children.

Many of the pop songs that users move to set records thanks to their presence on Tiktok. “Blinding Lights” by singer The Weeknd, for example, spent 19 weeks at number one on the Billboard radio charts last summer – longer than any song before it. Or “Rasputin” by Boney M. from 1987. 43 years after its first release, the disco hit made it back into the Swiss charts thanks to Tiktok last May. Both songs are the soundtrack for so-called dance challenges.

 

ALSO READ: Why Dancers Need Meditation

 

Ramming your hips into the ground to «WAP»

“Challenge” means challenge. The dance challenges are about rehearsing a short, predetermined choreography to a certain song, dancing it alone or in a group in front of the camera, and putting the result online. It must be because there is a kind of sense of community when thousands perform the same dance. In any case, people almost greedily accepted the “dance challenges” in times of social distancing.

For example, the Zug police danced to the song “Jerusalema” by Master KG in combat gear to a text sung in Zulu, a choreography inspired by African dances. Just like the staff of the Paraplegic Centre in Nottwil or the nuns of a convent in Fulda, Germany. A little less youth-free, but just as successful was the dance challenge to the song “WAP” by rappers Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion, which at one point involves ramming his hips into the ground. Other songs with successful challenges include “Tap In” by Saweetie and “Say So” by Doja Cat.

You’ve never heard of all this? Then you are most likely too old. Tiktok is mainly popular among young people. Two-thirds of the estimated one billion active users are under thirty. There is a certain irony in the fact that dancing is in the foreground on the most popular platform for young people. Dancing is analog and at first, glance does not fit into our digital world at all. And what about the prejudice that “the young” only sit in front of the screen? If you want to dance, you have to move. And how!

Dancing until the sports doctor arrives

“If you dance shuffle at a party for one night, you know what you’ve done the next day,” says Melanie Rölli (28), who attends the shuffle course in Zurich West with Meryl Stoller. She works as a deputy community clerk, and in her spare time, she goes to electronic music festivals – unless there is a pandemic. EDM, House, Techno, and Hardstyle are her preferred styles. The elements she learns as choreography in the dance lesson can be improvised on the dancefloor. “The next day I’m ready for the pasta. Sometimes I don’t know how to stand it myself. It must be due to the euphoria that arises when dancing.”

It’s a completely different concept than that of the clubbers who intuitively fidget to the beat. “More like a sport,” says Rölli. The best thing, says Stoller, is when, after an increase or a quiet part of a techno piece, the beat starts again and she can make a special dance step exactly on the “drop”, as this moment is called. At a festival, she drinks one beer a night, and she says, otherwise, she stays sober. “That’s why I eat French fries every three hours.”

Shaquille O’Neal also dances along

The shuffle scene is one of the more extreme examples of how social media affects dancing in the real world. By no means is everyone who is inspired online to pursue his hobby at a top-class sports level. What significance do channels like Tiktok have on the popularity of dancing in general?

“They make dancing more accessible,” says Nicole Bloomgarden (21) in an interview with the British online magazine “South West Londoner”. Bloomgarden, a dancer from Washington D.C. with half a million TikTok followers, has launched the “Out West” dance challenge, which Tiktok users have danced around ten million times since last year. Among them are celebrities such as singer Usher, presenter Ellen DeGeneres and basketball star Shaquille O’Neal. “I’ve made the Out West Challenge extra easier so more people can participate,” says Bloomgarden.

Embarrassing standing around was yesterday

Meanwhile, there is a dance challenge for almost every popular song. This leads to the fact that in the clubs everyone dances the respective choreography together when the DJ plays one of these songs. The challenge, which Bloomgarden designed, is dancing to a rap song called “Out West”. “When I was out and the song was playing, the whole party was dancing to my choreography.”

She can still remember the final evening of her school’s ski camp, says Meryl Stoller from the dance course in Zurich-West. “Back then, nobody wanted to dance, everyone was embarrassed.” Today it would look very different. “Dancing is the coolest thing at the moment.”
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Dance is the movement of the human body that is paced and performed in harmony with the rhythm of a music or sound. Usually, when we participate in this human activity, it is to celebrate or commemorate something or someone. So, most often, we dance when we are happy, joyful or jubilant. As such, dancing can be associated with positive vibrations which translates to positive feelings and aura. 
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While dancing is quite common in the real world, rarely does it appear in people’s dreams. But, if it does show up in dreams, can dreaming of dance or anything else related to dancing be interpreted as something favorable or positive as well?

Earaaf – Interpreting Dreams Through Spiritual Sciences

Dreams are images created by the mind, transpiring at any stage of sleep but are usually most vivid during the REM stage. Knowing what dreams signify is a huge question that experts are still trying to find an answer to. But, experts say that the images in our dreams are things or people we have seen or feelings we have experienced at least once in our life.

It is human nature that we find sense to things, including visions and dreams, and frequently we choose to believe what is most meaningful and what has most relevance to our own personal lives. So, experts stress that giving interpretations to dreams is subjective since they are personal, thus can be something from our own life depicted in our dreams. 

Earaaf, a site affiliated with Dr. Muhammad Salem Al-Hashemi specializing in metaphysics, spirituality, and fortune telling, is a fortune-telling center for dream interpretation and spiritual sciences. 
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Spiritualists believe that there are signs and symbols around us, including in our dreams, that hold cryptic messages that may reveal something about the past, present or future relevant to us or our personal lives, and this can be identified, read or interpreted through spiritual sciences.

Being a center for spiritual sciences, Earaaf aims to provide foreknowledge or give sense and meaning to signs, symbols, visions and dreams, through spiritual works and services, including dream interpretation, palmistry (palm reading), spiritual revelations, cup reading, and fortune telling. Every interpretation is based on and according to the person’s own dream or vision, taking into context the person’s personal life. This makes each person’s reading or dream interpretation by Earaaf special and “personalized.”
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Dreams About Dancing – What They May Mean

As it is inherent in humans to find meaning and significance to things unknown and obscure, many have given and shared their general interpretation of what dreaming about dancing may mean. Again, it is important to understand that an interpretation of a dream is subjective. So, what does dreaming about dancing mean?

	Dancing with someone can be something intimate. Hence, dancing in dreams may symbolize a desire for romance and intimacy. 
	Dancing is a form of art and an avenue to freely express one’s self through creative movement. Hence, in dreams, dancing may mean freedom and liberation, where you feel comfortable and confident in expressing your thoughts and feelings or are unfaltering in doing the things that bring you joy.
	Dancing involves flow and movement. Dreaming about dancing may mean that you desire some kind of movement in your life. Perhaps you feel stuck or that your life has become stagnant and boring, that you long for flow and movement in certain aspects of your life.
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Dancing is a physical activity that requires great concentration on your technique. There is also a lot of pressure as this art needs to look perfect and polished. That’s why when you are dancing; it’s essential to take time for yourself. That way, you can relax and recharge your energies before heading back into the studio for another session.

Meditation can assist dancers in relaxing and remaining focused during practice sessions. It can also motivate them to improve by cultivating their creativity and intuition.

Meditation does not have to be difficult or time-consuming to incorporate into the lives of dancers. Do you want to hone your dancing abilities? Meditate. Meditation has numerous physical and mental health benefits for dancers as well as learning and embracing numerology. It can tell you a lot about yourself based on your numbers. 

Here are some of the benefits of dancing:

It keeps you calm

Many performers have credited meditation’s ability to allow one to remain present at the moment to help alleviate symptoms of stage fright in recent years. Meditation can also help dancers by relaxing the limbic system of the brain. Slowing down this part of the brain, also known as the sympathetic nervous system or reptilian brain, can help relieve the constant stress caused by hours of dance training, auditioning, and performing. If not addressed, stress can cause an excess release of adrenaline and cortisol, eventually slowing your metabolism and increasing your risk of disease and chronic fatigue.

It prevents injury

One significant advantage meditation has for dancers is improving self-awareness and body awareness. Dancers who meditate are more likely to detect areas of pain quickly. As a result, any further, potentially more severe injury is avoided.

It enhances your performance

Meditation, in addition to helping you become more aware of your body, allows you to practice and rehearse mentally in slow and fast motion. This meditative practice has been linked to improved stage performance.

It helps you recognize your strength

Finally, but perhaps most importantly, meditation impacts performers’ relationships with dance. When dancers go to rehearsals or classes, meditation provides a sense of balance. It gives a sense of stability, which allows performers to approach dance roles more objectively. It enables you to recognize your worth.

It’s simple to start your meditative journey toward bettering yourself and your dancing abilities. You are not required to enroll in costly workshops or classes. All you need is a willingness to sit still and the ability to breathe. You can begin by simply closing your eyes and counting your breaths as you breathe.

A few times a week in the morning, you should do some simple breathing exercises. This makes you more aware of how you behave in the studio. It also helps you feel better about yourself and your performance skills. Spend five minutes doing a meditative body scan. This is a way to use your mind and spirit to calm down.

Dedication is essential for reaping the benefits of meditation. Set a weekly schedule for how you will meditate to get into a routine. Setting a weekly meditation goal helps you form a habit. This will almost certainly benefit you and your dancing in the long run.
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Dancing is a healthy way to exercise. It can be a great workout for your body, and it also has some mental benefits as well.

It’s been shown that people who take dance classes are more likely to have an increased level of self-esteem and confidence than those who don’t.

Dancing helps with balance, flexibility, and coordination. Dancing also helps you learn about your body in space, which can help you become more aware of how your posture affects the rest of your body.

In addition, dancing is a great way to get in touch with your creative side as well as express yourself through movement.

Read also: 4 Tips for Planning Your Trips to Dance Competitions

Include Dancing As Part Of Your Camp Activities

Camping is one of the many outdoor activities that offer a lot of heart-pumping activities. But before you join any campouts, be prepared for the things you need.

Many camps have a dance party at the end of the camp session. If you are looking for dance activities to include in your camp, here are some ideas:

Dance Games:

	Freeze Dance
	Dance Circle
	Musical Chairs
	Pass The Parcel
	Dancing Queen
	Simon Says Dance Off


The group’s camping activities will be more fun and enjoyable with outdoor exercises and camping activities that include dancing.

Zumba in the park Zumba in the park

Zumba is a dance-fitness program created in the 1990s by Colombian dancer and choreographer Alberto “Beto” Perez.

Zumba in the park is a new fitness program that encourages people to participate in Zumba classes outdoors. This program started as an experiment in 2016, and it has been gaining popularity ever since.

The founder of this initiative, Leslie Duarte, says that she came up with the idea after she saw people dancing on the streets of Buenos Aires and wanted to bring this joy back to her hometown.

The Flash Mob Dance Outdoors

The Flash Mob Dance Outdoors is a dance company with a mission to create joyful experiences for audiences. They are committed to utilizing the power of dance to change lives and make the world a better place.

The idea for this company was born in 2009 when the founder, Dancers Anonymous, wanted to bring their love of dance into their community. They started by inviting friends and family members to do a flash-mob style performance in their hometown of Portland, Oregon. The event was such a success that they decided to continue organizing these performances all over the country and in other countries around the world.

Through these events, they have provided joy and inspiration to audiences while also giving people an opportunity to experience what it’s like when you can connect with others through movement and creativity.

Conclusion: Reasons Why You Should be Dancing More

There are many benefits to dancing. It can help you improve your mood and reduce stress. It also helps you burn calories, so it is a great way to stay healthy and fit. Furthermore, it is a great workout for your heart and lungs as well as for your muscles.

Dancing is an enjoyable activity that has many benefits if done properly. These include reducing stress, staying healthy, and burning calories. If you want all of these benefits from dancing without the hassle of going to a class or paying for expensive equipment, you should consider buying dance videos online.
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For online businesses to be successful, search engine optimization is essential. All webmaster need to have a good grasp of what search engine optimization is. Also called SEO, it is a group of rules so as to optimize your website for it to be able to attain higher ranking in organic results in search engines. It is a process or course of action to keep to so that the visibility of your website or webpages in search engines increase as well as earn more traffic.

There are two major goals for SEO. First is to aid you in figuring out what users online search for, giving you an idea on the kind if high-quality content you need to create so as to satiate their intent. The other goal is to help you build a website that can be easily be found, indexed, as well as where the content of your website is understood by search engines.



 How Can An SEO Service Providers Help You With Your SEO Campaigns

When it comes to running SEO campaigns, partnering with an SEO company can be very beneficial, although you do have the option to manage your SEO campaigns yourself.

SEO, has an extensive understanding as well as over 3 decades of experience in running an effective and successful SEO campaign, therefore providing their clients with unequalled results.

Whether you require an SEO strategy, a landing page, or perhaps an advertising campaign on social media, Private Sector SEO can them all, at the same making sure that your commerce is accorded the best possible structure in order to thrive in the digital world.

So, what exactly do you get when you partner with an SEO company to help you with your SEO efforts?

	SEO services from expert SEO companies like Private Sector SEO can greatly help you in your online visibility
	SEO modifies and tweaks the design and content of your website so as to make it more appealing to search engines
	SEO companies optimize websites. The better it is optimized, the better the chances of your website to get a high rank on search engine results pages or SERP for keywords pertinent to your products or service
	With an SEO company, such as Private Sector SEO, you partner with expert SEO specialists equipped with the know-how to always help you and your business to get very satisfactory ranking on search engines
	SEO companies have SEO professionals with diverse specialization so as to provide a variety of SEO services including site auditing, developing an SEO method tailored to your needs, and executing the strategies the are key to reaching your goals.
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Google Dance – What Is It?

With SEO, it is imperative that you update yourself of the latest effective SEO trends as well be informed of news and information. This is also to make certain of your visibility online as well as be ahead of competition.

For any professional web developer, Google Dance is the term utilized to refer to an occurrence wherein the positions of keywords vary for a certain period of time prior to it becoming stable. Frequently, Google Dance begins with a severe drop in rankings and then steadily increases afterwards merely to bring about a stabilized and bettered rank much later.

Google Dance is the outcome of Google’s rank transition function (RTF) designed to aid phish out possible spammers by means of causing panic to them. However, Google Dance makes all panic. The most excellent approach to manage Google Dance is having an abundance of patience and to carry on implementing positive SEO strategies.

Google Dance is expected so this shouldn’t cause you to panic. Remain calm and continue your SEO initiatives as Google is simply trying to work out if it likes your website or your webpages to give it a good ranking.
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For any dancer out there, a dance studio is considered to be their second home. Being a dancer and developing your talent is all about how you are preparing for training and where you are doing it too. A good dance studio is capable of providing the resources and instructions to learn and to connect with dancers.



Choosing the Right Dance Studio

Just as when you are choosing a service provider whether it is for wholesale cabinets Kansas, music instructor and whatnot, the process for selecting a dance studio is not much different. There are a few ways on how this can be done like the following:

Tip 1: Look for Real Instructors
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Search for studios that have real instructors. These are people where you will learn how to dance and receive proper training. It is highly recommended to check the studio’s website and social media accounts. If they have a YouTube Channel, much better.

By checking out these things, it is going to give you better overview of their background, personalities and dance styles. After finding a studio and instructor you like, time to enroll in their class.


Tip 2: The Condition and Maintenance of the Studio

Something that you need to know about dance studio is that, not all floors are the same. For dancers, floating floors or wood sprung floors are always the perfect choice. These types of flooring are absorbing shock, preventing injuries and relieving stress from joints and bones.

In addition to the flooring, the rest of the physical condition of the studio should be checked too. Organized registration areas and clean bathrooms might not make or break the class but, it represents the efficiency and work ethic of the staff working for the studio.

Tip 3: Fair Price

The average cost for a dance class is going to vary depending on the area where you are in. A nice way to gauge whether the pricing is reasonable or not is to perform comparison of similar dance classes in other studios. Then again, there are studios that might have a higher price point for their lessons because of the quality of instructors they have. Still, this is going to fall on your discretion. So choose wisely and do your due diligence.
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When it comes to ballet training, there are a few rules that all students should follow. Some of these are injury prevention, others are traditionally delivered and have something to do with discipline and courtesy. We have summarized the most important rules for you:
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My place, your place?

What is a no-go on the beach is customary and desirable in the ballet hall: Especially when a course has a large number of participants, participants sometimes “mark” their place before the lesson, e. B. with her towel. If other participants come into the hall, you know that this place on the pole is already occupied. And also the dance studio is clean they use high-quality paint and equipment to build the studio, if you want to know how to do that visit to see the top 6 paintbrushes.

The early bird catches the worm

Ideally, participants should show up 10 to 15 minutes before training so that they can warm up beforehand. These are z. B. easy leg swing and light stretching. Beginners should ask their teacher which warm-up exercises are suitable.

Fresh breath with all

due to respect, Chewing gum is a declared no-go in the ballet hall. In ballet, the whole body dances, even the face (through facial expressions). This is hardly possible with chewing gum, and it is not without risk if you choke on it.

Too late?

Delays should remain exceptional cases. Nevertheless, it can happen to everyone to show up a few minutes late for class, e.g. B. because the bus didn’t come. If the lesson started a few minutes ago, you should never “jump” at the pole and jump straight into it. It is a good idea to warm up for a minute or two. The other participants should not be disturbed.

Always on the move

You should never sit down during a ballet class for no reason. Even small breaks in which the muscles cool down significantly increase the risk of injury. Who wants to take a break, z. B. because he feels uncomfortable, should either stand or sit on the floor and there – z. B. by stretching – keep moving.

Keeping an eye

On the fellow dancers So that all participants can develop themselves during the exercises in the middle, it is important that each individual pays attention to the other: Personal development is good, but not at the expense of others;).

Always dance in the front row?

If an exercise, e.g. If, for example, the Adagio is repeated, the participants should change places so that everyone stands in front and has the chance to look at themselves in the mirror and recognize mistakes. The minimum is to offer the participants in the back rows an exchange, even if the offer is ultimately not accepted.

Attention, risk of collision!

Especially with fast exercises in the middle, especially with the Grand Allegro, i.e. the big jumps, it can happen that you lose the “common thread” at some point. No drama if you do the right thing. The basic rule is: keep moving and running away at the same pace as the exercise, so as not to hinder the others! It is also true that even after the exercise has been successfully completed, one always walks forward so that one does not disturb the group that immediately follows.

Silence is gold!

Conversation during exercise is the ultimate discipline of rudeness. There is enough time to exchange ideas in the break between the pole and the middle or in the changing room.
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With all my years of travel, I’ve learned some things over the years. I’ve also learned that as I purchase older, my body doesn’t pass through travel as quickly because it is accustomed.
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I’ve come up with survival techniques to stay limber and agile, even after being on a plane for 10 hours straight.

So, whether or not you’re not a dancer, or if you don’t even travel on the road all that frequent so you don’t get to require assistance from professional towing services like towing San Jose, but just want to feel good once you arrive, these little travel tips will facilitate your keep moving.

1) Rollers and other self-massage devices

This might sound dirty, but self-massage devices are the simplest thing for a weary traveler. No, not that sort of massager. I’m talking the sort that you simply roll out your cranky and sore muscles.

My favorite is that the TP Therapy GRID roller. It’s short, and hollow on the within. I can fill it up with small clothing items so it takes up little space in my luggage. Plus, if you happen to select up a bottle of your favorite libation while on the road, the GRID roller doubles as a protective carrying case… Not that I’ve ever done that before.

I really like this Gaiam spiky stick roller, but you’re best off packing it in your checked luggage unless you would like to urge flagged at airport security.

2) 4-Wheel Spinner Luggage

Nothing frustrates me over a bag that won’t rise on its own and worse if it’s difficult to maneuver through a crowded airport and train terminals. After a visit to Europe after I had to control two unwieldy, unbalanced suitcases filled with costumes and products available, I resolved to switch my bags with upright spinners as soon as I got into the US. I did, and I’ve never looked back.

A quality spinner is going to be nearly effortless to maneuver, and your body is going to be grateful for not having to pull your stuff along behind you. If you’re on a budget, because luggage isn’t cheap, take a look at your local Ross, Marshall’s, or TJMaxx.

 

ALSO READ: How A Dance Choreographer Started His MMA Journey

 

3) Water water water

This one’s obvious, but flying can make us want human raisins. Muscles, fascia, and tendons need constant hydration to remain in tip-top shape, so don’t be like me and make the error of not drinking enough water while traveling.

Bring a refillable bottle (empty, so you don’t get busted at the TSA checkpoint, or you’ll end up chugging 16+ ounces of water very, very quickly), and don’t be afraid to ask restaurants within the terminals to fill it up for you. Some terminals have filtered water stations (San Francisco International marks them on airport maps as “Hydration Stations.” How very geographic region of them.)

If you wish for extra hydration, pack along some Emergen-C or other electrolyte formulas. Those that are available tablet form travel best, but individual packets of powders work well, too. Confirm your bottle is rugged enough to induce beat-up.

4) Snacks

Snacks on a plane! Haha… ha… never mind. Anyhoo… Like many 21st-century Californians, I’ve got dietary restrictions. I can’t eat wheat because it triggers my chronic inflammation and that I avoid dairy, eggs, and meat.

Even if you’ll be able to eat anything without feeling like someone is stabbing you within the bowel, you would possibly have noticed that plane food is pricey and unsatisfying. If you’re lucky to be flying out of an airport with decent restaurants eat a large-ish meal within the terminal before you board… and be prepared for the remainder of your trip with ample snacks.

5) Shoes

I have lots of feelings about shoes and travel. Dancers don’t have time for that. I also don’t have time or packing space for bringing many different shoes with me when traveling. Personally, I purchase grumpy if I’ve got to bring quite the shoes that I wane the plane and perhaps an additional pair of flip-flops for times I don’t must go far, like from a sleeping room to the breakfast buffet.

My requirements for shoes? Easy to require off and replace on (because of airport security), versatile for the aim of my trip, flat-soled, supportive, and cozy like slippers. A decent pair of shoes should last for over two years, minimum. I’m particular to the Merrell brand for my weird, narrow feet, except for the love of all that’s holy, don’t be one in every of those that wears flip-flops or 4-inch stiletto high heels. You don’t want to possess to run to a reference to shoes like that, and both will likely make your joints very grumpy.

6) Stretch

You know that weirdo within the back of the plane, near the galley and therefore the lavatories, contorting themselves into some weird yoga poses as you are attempting to induce by? Don’t be afraid to be that person. Additionally, those seats fit about 1% of the population. The remainder of folks is too short or too tall.

So, get on my feet and move to the rear of the plane to urge your blood flowing. While you’re back there, you’ll be able to ask the flight attendants for more water… or for the wonder that’s juice, which we all know you simply drink when you’re on a plane.
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For a lot of drivers, the increasing amounts of traffic as well as road constructions here and there could make even routine drives feel like a heavy chore, which could cause stress. And when your vehicle suddenly breakdown, your stress and anxiety levels will surely rise. But, in the event your car does breakdown, know that there are reliable towing companies on stand-by ready to aid you.

Don’t Stress – Reliable Tow Truck In San Jose For Your Towing And Roadside Assistance Needs

If you are in need of a tow truck in San Jose, Fast Tow Service is one of your best options. They provide light duty towing to heavy duty towing, recovery as well as roadside assistance services. So, whatever assistance you need, they can provide.

Not only is Fast Tow Service tow truck in san jose equipped with the tools and equipment to provide towing, recovery and roadside assistance services, but also have professionally trained and experienced operators to perform the job in the most efficient way possible. They operate 24/7 which means they’re ready to come to your aid any time of the day.

Dance Your Stress Away

When it comes to stress, it’s not only drivers who feel this. Stress and anxiety levels are rising around the world, and this is made worse by the pandemic, news on wars, racism, climate change and other negative things that are happening in the word today.

Anxiety and stress can adversely affect the mind, body and soul, which is why we have to look for good ways to relieve stress. Dancing is one.
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Numerous studies have already confirmed the many benefits of dancing, one of it being an excellent stress reliever. Apart from this, dancing has also been proven to aid in lowering depression and anxiety levels as it betters and boosts mood. Some studies have even found that dancing does a better job at releasing and alleviating stress than meditation.

Besides it being a fun stress reliever, dancing can also help relax muscles and ease joint aches. When our body feels good, our mind will surely follow. Any form of dancing could help strengthen and soothe muscles and joint aches as well as improve flexibility.

As the body is strengthened through dancing, it could also be more relaxed. Dancing could help anyone having low to high stress and anxiety levels achieve balance.
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A good way to find instructors for your dance studio is by checking out mytexasjobs.com. The site houses hundreds or even thousands of different jobs that employers can choose from. And yes, this includes dance instructors too.

How hard it can be to Hire Dance Teachers on My Texas Jobs? 

First of all, let’s address the most obvious fact that it can be overwhelming to hire the right instructors. You ought to determine who is the most qualified among everybody, what questions you should be asking throughout the interview, what to do when you have to fire staff and above everything else, what’s their experience and attitude in teaching to students?



Alright, that might be a lot of stuff to absorb. But let us try to break it down and make it seem easier than what it looks like.

Let’s Dance

Hiring the most qualified instructor will require employers to know where to find them. For one as mentioned, you can use mytexasjobs.com. On the other hand, if you can tap into your network including former colleagues and faculty, they may just be able to give you few names to work with.

Another source that you can take advantage of will be social media such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. You’ll be surprised how many dance teachers are advertising and promoting themselves on these platforms.


No Need to Rush

When you are interviewing prospects, always kick it off with basics. Common questions asked are about their dance background, teaching methods and philosophies, problem-solving skills, and experience. You of course have to inquire about their weaknesses and strengths and how they are collaborating with others.

You must establish their general skills as you can later align them with what you want. According to experts, the most important question that you should be asking during the interview is: “Why you want this job?” We’re living in a competitive market and being able to identify someone’s passion and motivation separates them from good to the best contenders.

After all, there’s no time limit to the interview so as long as they satisfy you with their answers, you’re good to go.
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Starting your own dance school is a big responsibility. Choices have to be made, plans set up, and so on. Realizing a wild dream is not easy, but certainly not impossible.

4 Tips for Starting your own Dance School

	Knowledge is Power


It may seem obvious, but starting a dance school is impossible without good preparation. The most important thing is to know what you are getting into and what you need. Many dance school owners have therefore first worked for a while in an existing school. Not only as a dance teacher, but also in other positions. In this way they gain experience and get to know the professional field better.

It is also important to have knowledge of how companies work. Therefore, find out carefully what financial knowledge you need about running a business. For example, it is useful to know that renting a space is usually one of the most expensive costs. Find out how much capital you will need to open the school and keep it open for the first few months.

	Make Plans


Who is your school for? What dance lessons do you want to teach? There are already many dance schools in other countries, so it is important to know how your school distinguishes itself from the rest. You can do this by developing your own vision and mission or by choosing a specific target group or style.

	Get Started


Pick a name and start writing a business plan. Practical matters must also be arranged: register with the Chamber of Commerce and ensure that the legal, administrative, financial and insurance-technical matters are in order.

	Networking


It is also useful to use your own network. For example, you can gain useful knowledge through your contacts and you can ask them for help with any problems. In addition, an extensive network comes in handy when recruiting students for your new school. Use social media in particular to raise brand awareness. You can also design an application with the assistance of ‘app development London’ for a better dance school.

You can find students in the most unexpected places. A good example of this is Denise Schindler. This American dancer taught in a daycare center. After a few years, the children were too old for this shelter, but they still wanted to continue taking dance lessons with Schindler. A dance school was born.

Make sure you know enough people who can help you. Of course you have to recruit dance teachers to teach at your school, but it is also useful to have someone who understands finance and law nearby. With enough knowledge and the right people you can go a long way.

Dance seems to be the ultimate frivolity. How did it become a human necessity?
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Your ballroom dancing experience will be greatly affected by your dancing partner. It is like as if you are camping, the stuff you buy from www.yourcamperlife.com and use on your campsite will dictate whether you’ll have fun or not. So how you can be so sure that you are doing everything right?

Finding the Perfect Dance Partner!

When searching for your partner, it will be wise to focus on important qualities such as:

	Fun
	Trust
	Respect
	Dedication
	Non-critical
	Good hygiene
	Communication
	Comparable skill set


Without these qualities, your partnership would fall apart quickly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0kmPey0ayI

Where You can Find Your Match?

Assuming that you are good with the qualities and know what to look for. What’s next? Ask each other the following questions.

Question 1: Do you share the same goals?

There are people whose goal is to be the next champions in their chosen field while others simply want to follow the steps. Regardless of your goal, so long as you found someone who share the same interests as you do, that’ll be fine. So better be sure that you’ve spent time in finding out what they’re after in your dance partnership.

Question 2: What’s your preferred dance style?

Do you want someone who primarily dances American style Waltz and Cha-Cha only or are you after someone who can do rhythm dances? You get the picture.

What you want here is ensuring that you are with someone who likes to practice and learn at least 80% of similar dance style as you do. When you found someone like that, you will probably get along together.


Question 3: How frequent you will be practicing?

The frequency of your dance practice should be clarified – is it going to be once a month, twice a week or everyday? Once you settle this, have an agreement with your newly found dance partner the time and duration when you will be practicing. Be sure to discuss this in advance to prevent frustration.

Finding the right dance partner isn’t going to be that easy. You have to invest your time and energy in ensuring that you have found the right one; especially if dancing is your passion.
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If the terms “sport” and “fitness” are used, they immediately evoke associations of running, squats and weights that are far too heavy. What hardly anyone is aware of: Dancing is also referred to as a sport. Why are we dancing at all? Dancing is in our genes. In addition to walking, jumping and running, it is one of our natural forms of movement – even small children instinctively like to move to music or in a group.

Understanding Dancing as a Sport

Dancing as a cardio-vascular workout is, regardless of the dance style, not only good cardio training that achieves high calorie consumption due to the high range of motion, but is also the best decision holistically for your mental and physical health. Rightmove helps you to get started in the diverse world of dance.

Dancing is the body movement that brings joy and a good mood to the body and soul . As if by itself, the body changes over time.

	gains tension
	Muscles grow and stand out and
	Everyday life is made more fluid and easier by the feeling of the body.


In many studies, dancing has now been touted as one of the healthiest sports ever. However, this is clearly formulated too broadly. Dancing is an extremely diverse, differentiated form of sport. In this everyone can choose a division according to their personal interests.

The diversity is given here both in the area of the addressed age groups and the genres.

	A healthy exercise
	The leisure activity
	In good company at events or the like
	Culture with fun
	In particular, it is important for each individual to find out for himself how
	intensely and ambitiously he wants to pursue this sport. From beginners to
	hobby groups to high-performance competition participants, everything is possible.


Dancing as a fitness program

Depending on the intensity and goal, various dance fitness courses can be combined in order to develop an individual feel-good result and to achieve personal goals. In addition, dance in its various forms as a sport strengthens posture, self-confidence, charisma, endurance, balance and coordination. Of course, the intensity of the effect is up to you to a certain extent. Your own discipline and commitment have a great influence on the results.

As with most sports, as the intensity of the sport increases, “warming up” and “running out” becomes more important Similar from the site https://fidgetsguide.com/best-basketball-shoes-for-wide-feet/- or dancing in and dancing out . With more tension, more posture and more speed differences, the challenges for body and mind become greater and exercise more and more important.
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